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2.  With which diameter is the water connection provided?

  The water connection has a diameter of Ø

  Yes No

1.  Of which material consists the surface were the product is being placed?

  Concrete

  
  Tiles

  
  Liner

  
  Otherwise, namely  ......................................................................

  

  Is the water connection made of PVC?
    Otherwise, namely  ..........................................................................
  

.................... mm

.................... mm

3.  Requirements for a safe use of the belly slide

  A = the distance between the belly slide and a wall/fence

    B = the distance between the belly slide and a wall/fence
    B = 280 cm, required for the run-up
  

  A = 100 cm, obstacle free zone 

  
  C = the distance between the belly slide and the next obstacle
    C = 100 cm, obstacle free zone
  

Q  technique/situationuestionnaire
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     If the situation is different than the examples above, we gladly 
receive a similar drawing with a description of the situation.  
  
  

  

Definition of obstacle free zone: within this area, no obstacles are allowed except for a rim or flanges. 
Also a wall is allowed, provided that it is finished smoothly and no corners are located in this zone. 
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  Date:  

  
  Name:

  
  Signature:

  

  ...........................................................................................  

  
  ...........................................................................................  

  

4.  The following points are at extra costs available:

  Extra sliding part (1)
    Fence (2)
    Drawing on sliding surface (3)
  

If you want one or more of these options, please check the box.  
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Option (2) is in relation with the TÜV safety requirements. If you do not want this options,
other precautions must be made (for example a self-made fence). 
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